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In the last 15 years, the middle-upper-atmosphere lidar observations have evolved from narrow 
altitude ranges to the significantly extended altitude ranges of neutral profiling from near the 
ground up to ~200 km and of ion detection up to ~300 km. These recent results demonstrate the 
huge potentials that lidars will bring to the ionosphere-thermosphere-mesosphere-stratosphere 
(ITMS) physics. This paper will focus on future lidar technologies in enabling cutting-edge 
sciences in the ITMS physics and the coupling between plasma space and neutral atmosphere.  

The discovery of thermosphere-ionosphere metal layers made by lidar observations in Antarctica 
in 2011 and follow-up discoveries globally have extended lidar profiling upper limit from ~105 
km to nearly 200 km. Not only can these metal layers be used as tracers to profile neutral winds 
and temperatures in the fast transition E and F regions, but also are the metal layers a unique 
natural laboratory enabling “experiments” of plasma-neutral coupling processes. Recent lidar 
observations at midlatitudes (Boulder and Beijing) have revealed stunning results – the regular 
occurrence of Na layers up to ~170 km, and the first detection of Ca+ ions to ~300 km.  

The detection of these tenuous metal layers was enabled by decades of lidar technology 
development and innovations that have led to very capable lidars with high detection sensitivities 
and resolutions. The advanced lidar technologies have also enabled the tracing of various 
atmospheric waves from near the ground to the thermosphere. In particular, lidar observations 
has begun to cover the full spectrum of gravity waves in the polar regions, enabling 
unprecedented studies of wave dynamics and their roles in the global transport of constituents, 
energy, and momentum over the Earth. New lidar observations in the last decades have inspired 
the development of new theories on wave generation and coupling, and an example is the 
multistep vertical coupling of gravity waves from the surface to the upper thermosphere and 
ionosphere, possibly affecting the space weather research and forecast. 

With significant and on-going advances in lasers, photonics, photo-detectors, optical fibers, 
telescopes, and data acquisition technologies, there are huge potentials to push lidar technologies 
to an entirely new level, which will contribute significantly to the ITMS physics and the space-
atmosphere coupling science. Several directions for future lidars include, but are not limited to, 
1) extension of routine profiling of neutral temperatures and winds to 200 or even 300 km 
altitudes; 2) profiles of neutral and ion species densities, temperature, and their transport from 
the D-E regions to the F layer peak (~300 km) and higher; 3) enhanced full diurnal coverage of 
temperature and wind measurements in larger altitude ranges with high-sensitivity lidar 
technologies plus robust daytime filters; and 4) development of more autonomous lidar systems 
for more data coverage. This paper will discuss the lidar technologies related to these directions. 


